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Why ODO?
ODO is the latest innovation in Fleet Management.
Manage compliance in your fleet with almost zero effort. Reduce costs through improved vehicle
selection and management of maintenance, tyres and fuel. Improve management through
complete visibility of your fleet and drivers.

Getting Started
Your Fleet Provider can help you load your vehicles and drivers into ODO. Automatic
compliance starts immediately with prompts for MOT’s, RFL renewal, Services and driver
licence checks. You just need the registration number and current odometer reading to do
this.
Using ODO your Fleet Provider can assist in managing and reducing maintenance costs, tyre costs
ensuring you keep your vehicles on the road and running efficiently. You can even see the true
value of your vehicle today.
If you take the telematics option, then that visibility includes location of your vehicles and tracking
of all the journeys made. ODO works on tablets and phones so you don’t have to be in the office
to use it.
For driver licence checks things couldn’t be simpler. Once your driver details are loaded the system
will email the drivers, once they complete a DVLA validation process can authorise you to check
their licence as long as they stay in your employment. The checks are done directly with the DVLA
(no involvement from you or your drivers) and you will get a licence check history for compliance
and alerts when drivers get penalties or disqualifications.
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Saving Money
Saving money with your fleet starts with selecting the right vehicle for the job
understanding the real cost of ownership.
Cost of ownership, known as the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is used by ODO to provide a
vehicle selection tool. The standard data supplier for the UK vehicle industry is CAP-HPI and ODO
includes a full set of their data which is kept up to date. ODO uses this to calculate the TCO by
looking at the depreciation, the costs for maintenance, tyres, fuel and road fund licence you can
expect then adjusting these for blocked VAT (VAT you cannot reclaim under current legislation)
and corporate tax impact. You might be surprised how much different vehicles really cost!
You can then save time by configuring the exact vehicle you want in ODO, because it uses CAP
-HPI option rules the vehicle will have a set of options that is valid for the dealer. Your Lease
Broker can then find you the best deal for this and all the buying delivery process can be managed
in ODO.
Your Fleet Provider can work with you on both new vehicles and your existing fleet using ODO to
manage all vehicle related spending reducing costs, saving you time and letting you see actual
costs. ODO also tracks the mileage updates on your vehicle and predicts the end of contract
mileage. This means you get early warning if you are going over or under planned contract
distance allowing avoidance action.
Perhaps you pay drivers business expenses to use their own vehicles. These are known as grey
fleet vehicles and you have liabilities for compliance on these as well.
ODO can help here as well, driver licence checks can run for grey fleet drivers just as they do
for owned vehicles. You can also require the drivers to supply copies of MOT’s and Insurance
certificates. These are all stored in ODO and can be prompted by the system. From early in 2019
your drivers can use the ODO App to manage documents, trips claim and accident reporting with
photographs, all from their mobile phone or tablet.
With ODO you gain complete visibility and remove the headache of managing your fleet and
driver compliance.
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ODO is:

Experienced

ODO is not your typical start-up, our
parent company is an Oracle Gold
Partner with millions of pounds behind
it and a team of highly experienced
professionals who are immersed in
technology and the world of automotive
fleet and mobility.

Established

ODO is a new application, but it comes
from a company with a long and
successful history in fleet and vehicle
asset management. The company, DRIVE
Software Solutions, has been at the
forefront of fleet technology since the
mid-90s.

Global

We deal with organisations ranging from
single user SMEs, to some of the world’s
largest banking companies in over 55
countries around the world. It is that
experience which forms the foundation
of ODO and delivers the smartest way to
manage your fleet.

Trusted

Think you have a lot of cars and vans?
One of our customers has a fleet of over
850,000 vehicles based in thousands of
different locations all around the world.
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Easy as P11D

Using the data from ODO, we make many things easy to report on including regulatory and staff
forms such as P11Ds. From over 35 million vehicle records, we make finding the right one as easy as
entering the registration number.

Risk management isn’t a grey area

Driving can be a risky activity at the best of times and accidents will occasionally happen, even to
careful responsible drivers. As a business you need to know that people who are driving for you,
even occasionally as part of their job, have roadworthy, properly insured vehicles. ODO is designed
to help you stay on top of that grey fleet risk, so your drivers stay the right side of the law.

Clear and simple management

We have worked hard to deliver a simple interface and dashboard that gives you the most
important information as soon as you log in.

Documents all in the right place

A fleet of vehicles and drivers generates a whole ecosystem of important documents that the fleet
manager, business owner or driver may need to be able to access in a hurry. ODO is designed to
help you store all those documents like insurance certificates, permits and VE103 forms against
the vehicles and drivers that they relate to.

Access control

With ODO you can allow users access to their part of the system, such as the driver interface.
From your dashboard you can request information and track who has complied with the request
knowing they are only seeing their data.

Keep it in the family

So, you have a few company cars on your fleet, one car, one driver, right? How hard can it be?
Well, if you give people company cars, are their husbands, wives, partners, significant others
allowed to drive them too? If they are, you absolutely need to stay on top of who’s able to drive
what, if only to cover yourself for insurance purposes. ODO is set up to make it really simple to see
who is authorised to drive what vehicles and if they have a suitable, valid licence too.
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Regain control over fuel, maintenance, buying
and selling

Nothing has the potential to blow through money quite like a poorly managed fleet of vehicles and
drivers. Whether it is old school fuel fraud, tyres being fitted to other people’s cars or garages over
charging for service and repairs. ODO puts you in full control.

Fleet or driver and vehicle administration is
made simple with ODO
Goodbye spreadsheet. Hello ODO
One application to manage them all

As a professional fleet manager, you are fully aware of your responsibilities and all of the things
your drivers need to be asked to provide. Similarly, as a professional, you will know that a
spreadsheet and a bunch of unconnected file folders is a recipe for missing stuff. With ODO you
take full control of your vehicles and drivers with everything in one secure, organised application.

Access control

With ODO you can allow users access to their part of the system, such as the driver interface.
From your dashboard, you can request information and track who has complied with the request
knowing they are only seeing their data.

Faster and easier to use

Administering a fleet makes for lots of, erm, administration. Even if you have a relatively small fleet
you can tie yourself up for hours tapping away at the keyboard just recording names and numbers.
ODO will do that for you, just copy and paste registration numbers into our handy loader facility
and ODO will run off and search the CAP and DVLA databases to fill in all the boring but essential
details for your fleet.
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Never let a customer down
Keep your fleet on schedule

If you own your vehicle or if you lease them, it is really important that you keep them serviced
and maintained. They will run better, use less fuel and be more reliable if you do. Also, leasing
companies get really upset and make additional charges if you return vehicles at end of contract
that have missed services. Uniquely ODO contains the full CAP database, which means ODO
automatically knows about service schedules, so if one of your vehicles needs an oil-change, ODO
will let you and your drivers know.

Never miss a MOT or Service

As the owner of a business you have enough things to deal with, with ODO you can tick fleet
management off the list. ODO tells you all the important things you need to know about your
vehicles and drivers and will send you timely notifications and reminders when stuff needs doing.

Are your drivers legal?

Not having a licence makes your insurance invalid, so use ODO to regularly check your drivers and
ensure any risk to the public and your business is as low as possible.

Simple reports on drivers and vehicles

Quickly generate reports from ODO on drivers and/or vehicles. Our simple reporting tool allows
you to export a range of the most commonly requested reports of fleets such as MOT and RFL
dates through to the last time a driver’s licence was checked.

ODO makes it simple

ODO allows you to delegate responsibilities on one platform. This simplifies the process and
ensures vehicles are replaced efficiently and are managed from a common dashboard.
Using current valuation data, you can see what your assets are worth and if you are paying too
much for replacement nearly new assets.
As a vehicle the owner the liability for fines and penalties is with you. Disposing and de-fleeting
the vehicle quickly in ODO means that the new owner picks up the fine or penalty rather than you.
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ODO pricing
ODO offers a per vehicle pricing plan related to your actual fleet needs Our product has all
the features needed to manage your fleet and options you may need to reduce risk:
Automatic DVLA licence check - Points and bans that could invalidate your insurance
Grey Fleet - Vehicles used for business, owned and maintained by the driver
In built Telematics
Total Cost of Ownership Module
These options can be added to your plan.
Talk to your fleet provider who will be able to advise you on the best options for your fleet and
will be able to get you up and running with ODO.
Your fleet provider uses ODO to support you as his customer and to ensure you capitalise on the
best functionality available for a fleet operator.
Let’s make it as automated and as simple as possible, you have more important things to be doing
with your time.

Concept Vehicle Leasing
126-130 Ewell Road
Surbiton
Surrey
KT6 6HA
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